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Summary
The International Studies of Culture Course at Saga University is an undergraduatemajor designed
to equip students with knowledge and skills thatwill give them a global perspective and enable them to
deal effectively with intercultural issues in an international forum. Although organizational thought
patterns are culturally dependent, the linear Englishmodel is the preferred pattern for organizing and
presenting information in the international scientific and academic community. A course in English
Composition designed for International Culture majors should, therefore, focus primarily on pattern of
thought, specifically the English model of introduction, body, and conclusion.
There is a story that now and againmakes the rounds of English Departments on university campuses in
the United States. It usually goes something like this : A frustrated history professor walks up to an
English professor and complains, “My students canʼt write English! ” The English professor replies,
“Neither can mine. What are you doing about it?” I mention this story for three reasons. First, it
suggests that writing is a cross-curricular problem. Second, even those of us entrusted with the task of
teaching writing wrestle with the problem and havenʼt found any simple solutions. And third, the story
ends with a very good question. This brief essay will first review a bit of history to establish a context,
then discuss some of the goals of the International Studies curriculum at Saga University, and finally
suggest how, in practical terms, a course in English Composition could contribute to achieving those goals.
Ministry of Education directed curricular and structural reform had tremendous impact on national
universities in the 1990s. At Saga University, one result was the creation of a new 120-odd-member
mega-faculty : The Faculty of Culture and Education. For all intents and purposes it was the merger of
the Faculty of Education and the College of Liberal Arts, independent bodies that had separate mandates.
The former offered undergraduate and graduate programs in education, and the latter basically provided
core courses for freshmen and sophomores. While the former Education Faculty could easily continue its
mission, new programs had to be created out of whole cloth for members of the former College of Liberal
Arts. Developing a new curriculum is beset with difficulties, in part because it involves predicting the
future−something human beings are notoriously bad at−and also because curricular reform frequently
follows what might be called the “Aoyama Model” since it is reminiscent of something that happens in
menʼs clothing stores in Japan every few years. A store is closed for “renovation” and then reopened a
fewweeks laterwith precisely the samemerchandise rearranged around the floor. The principal result is
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that both customers and staff have trouble figuring out where to find things.
One of the new programs resulting from the “renovation” at Saga University was an interdisciplinary
major called the “International Studies of Culture Course,” which allowed students to concentrate either
on languages and communication skills or on Landeskunde, (i.e., history, geography, and social and political
sciences) in either an Oriental or Occidental track. Curricular reform, however, can have unanticipated
consequences, and the dirty little secret here is that despite intensive PR efforts, feedback from area high
school teachers indicates that they do not have a clear idea ofwhat thismajor is supposed to be. Although
we protest, “No, no, itʼs not a liberal arts major! ” The fact is that despite a liberal sprinkling of the
politically correct word “international” it is−sort of.
Still, for the sake of argument, letʼs admit International Studies of Culture as a legitimate undergraduate
major designed to equip students with knowledge and skills that will give them a global perspective and
enable them to deal effectively with intercultural issues in an international forum.
So what are these students supposed learn? Those in the Occidental track must, of course, study
English, the lingua franca of the modern age. The University announces on its website : “Students are
encouraged to gain not only knowledge of languages but also communication skills through which they can
express their opinions and ideas.” Furthermore, the Faculty Policy on Internationalization encourages
international education and joint research and aims to “train well-rounded, talented individuals able to
contribute to both local communities and the international community as a whole.” These are certainly
lofty, perhaps even utopian goals. What I want to suggest, however, is that a course in English
Composition focusing on organization could actually contribute to achieving them.
The pioneering work of Robert B. Kaplan contributed significantly to the understanding of the
relationship between organizational thought patterns and culture. Oriental patterns, for example, tend to
be circular or “spiral,” while English patterns are more linear. The difference between the Oriental and
English patterns can be illustrated this way :
Ask a Japanese student : “Do you likeMark Twain?” and, if you donʼt get stony silence, you might get an
answer something like this : “Mark Twain...hmmm. Mark Twain was born inMissouri. Two years ago I
visited the United States on a home stay. I got to see theMississippi River, and I rode on a riverboat. It
was very exciting. Mark Twain wrote The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn and some other books and
stories. Mark Twain is a very interesting writer.” However, ask an American student, “Do you like
Mark Twain?” and if you donʼt get the answer, “Whoʼs Mark Twain?” you will probably hear a direct
“Yes” or “No” followed by an explanation of why.
No one pattern is intrinsically superior to any another, and each can be perfectly appropriate depending
on audience, culture, and context. Still, the linear English pattern is probably the simplest and most direct
and consistently follows a three-part structure : introduction, body, conclusion. It is the preferred pattern
for organizing and presenting information in the international scientific and academic community. While
it might, from certain cultural points of view, lack grace or humility, it does offer clarity, which is, after all,
one of the principal goals of communication. I cannot emphasize enough just how crucial this pattern is.
For the sake of international communication in English, it is probably even more important than
vocabulary, pronunciation, and grammar. It is the communicative deep structure of the language, an
organizational lingua franca, if you will. What I am suggesting, therefore, is that an English Composition
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course designed for International Culture majors should place primary emphasis on pattern of thought,
specifically on the linear English IBC model.
So how might one go about teaching such a pattern? A one-year course in English Composition aimed
at teaching such organizational skills could, in the first term, begin by establishing a vocabulary for words.
The next phasewould be a review of phrases, clauses, and sentence types. From there, one could move on
to the central concept of the paragraph, forwhich, unfortunately, there is nomeaningful Japanese rhetorical
equivalent.
The paragraph can be taught through an inductive Q & A method in four steps. Iʼd like to illustrate
briefly how this can be done with an example from my own classes.
Step 1 : Ask a simple question :
“Why do automobile accidents occur?”
Step 2 : Gather data (Brainstorming) :
rain, sleeping, telephone, carelessness, ice, alcohol, engine problems, flat tire, fog, snow, brakes, etc.
Step 3 : Organize information into topics :
weather conditions, mechanical failure, driver error
Step 4 : Formulate paragraph :
[ Introduction] Automobile accidents occur for many reasons. [Body] First, bad weather is often
responsible. When roads are slippery because of ice, snow, or rain, controlling a vehicle can be difficult.
Accidents can also occur when parts of a car malfunction. Worn brakes and bald tires have resulted in
many accidents. Themost common cause of accidents, however, is driver error. A careless, sleepy, or
drunk driver is not fully alert and risks causing injury to himself and to others. [Conclusion] If drivers
would adjust their speed to road conditions, make certain that their vehicles are in good working order,
and, above all, stay physically and mentally alert, many accidents could be avoided.
One of the advantages of this process is that a teacher can easily adjust the amount of information
provided for each assignment. This not only helps build student confidence, it also significantly reduces, if
not eliminates, the chance of plagiarism. In the second semester, onemoves on tomore complex rhetorical
strategies : analysis, classification, comparison and contrast, cause and effect, problem and solution, but the
basic process remains the same.
I would like to think that the skills students develop are transferrable to other courses, but I have only
anecdotal reports from colleagues that they do. A cross-curricular study of the influence of this sort of
English Composition instruction on L1 academic writingwould beworth pursuing if one could find teachers
from other disciplines willing to participate.
Up to this point I have been concentrating on the role of English Compositionwithin the curriculum itself
and only hinted at the elephant in the room, namely “ relevance. ” Imagine that students do, in fact,
internalize and practice these organizational skills. What good are they?−especially in todayʼs jobmarket.
The debate over utility and relevance is an on-going one, both in Japan and in the United States.
Increasingly, universities and colleges are trying to give students immediatelymarketable skills, to prepare
them for a job rather than for a future, and in the US, at least, there seems to be a disconnect betweenwhat
students and their parents want and what businesses are actually looking for in new employees. In a
recent article in The New York Times, Kate Zernike notes : “The Association of American Colleges and
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Universities recently asked employers who hire at least 25 percent of their workforce from two- or
four-year colleges what they want institutions to teach. The answers did not suggest a narrow focus.
Instead, 89 percent said they wanted more emphasis on ʻthe ability to effectively communicate orally and in
writing,ʼ 81 percent asked for better ʻcritical thinking and analytical reasoning skillsʼ and 70 percent were
looking for ʻthe ability to innovate and be creative.ʼ” These are traditionally the goals of a liberal arts
education, and, mirabile dictu, precisely what an organization-oriented English Composition course can
provide.
To sum up, then, Iʼve reviewed a bit of Saga University history, discussed the goals of the International
Studies curriculum, and argued that an English Composition course aimed specifically at teaching
organizational skills could−especially with the active support of teachers in other disciplines−play a useful
role in achieving them and possibly even help graduates land a job! Of course,most of what Iʼve written is
very old wine. And not even the bottles are all that new. Still, I think itʼs a very good vintage.
*N.B. : A version of this paper was first presented on July 3, 2010 at the 21st National Conference of the
Japan Society for Curriculum Studies held at Saga University, Saga City, Japan.
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